
Automate, optimize and streamline end-to-end 
application delivery in a single place with Citrix 
Application Delivery Management (ADM). 

Citrix ADM provides an intuitive, comprehensive 
platform so you can holistically view and manage your 
application delivery infrastructure, helping you:

• Easily visualize and monitor the health, usage, and 
performance of your applications 

• License, configure, manage, and analyze all your  
Citrix Application Delivery Controllers (ADCs) 
wherever they reside

• Automate the configuration of your app  
delivery infrastructure

• Proactively troubleshoot challenges by quickly 
identifying and remediating anomalies

Let’s discover what other benefits Citrix ADM can deliver.  

Orchestration

Better orchestrate Citrix ADC when deploying and 
scaling applications. Citrix ADM also integrates 
orchestration with Kubernetes. 

Solution Brief

Citrix Application Delivery  
Management (ADM)
Simplify application delivery with holistic visibility  
across multi-cloud environments
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Configuration

Make application delivery and security configuration easy, consistent, and error-free. Citrix ADM lets you define 
logical configuration jobs and push them to relevant ADCs or push an existing configuration to a new ADC, reducing 
configuration time and ensuring applications are delivered correctly. 

Automation

Better meet customer demand by scaling ADCs up and down automatically. Citrix ADM Autoscale continually 
assesses the load on Citrix ADCs and scales resources accordingly.

Config jobs
Create, save, and reuse config jobs as files to streamline configuration and 
dramatically reduce mistakes.

Config audit
Easily audit configurations to ensure compliance with corporate policies, and stay 
ahead of issues with config drift auto-alerts.

Stylebooks
Logically define a configuration for Citrix ADCs, build complex configs from  
simple building blocks, and use single-touch config to deploy applications across 
multiple infrastructures. 

High availability
Ensure applications have the correct number of Citrix ADCs to handle traffic 
demand and to stay up and running at all times.

Zero-touch 
configuration

Create and manage ADC configuration in a single place to easily schedule updates 
at your convenience. Dynamically add or remove Citrix ADC instances (along with 
corresponding configurations and licenses) depending on demand. 

Better cost 
management

Save money by launching ADC instances as needed through dynamic provisioning 
and deprovisioning. 
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Actionable insight 

Assess the health, performance and security of your entire application, network and delivery infrastructure. Citrix 
ADM collates and analyzes network, infrastructure, application and security data to deliver actionable insights for 
better data-driven decision making. 

ADC health scores
See all your devices (physical, virtual, cloud, containerized) and their health scores 
at a glance, along with any critical events that need attention. 

Intuitive dashboard
Keep applications up and running with a central dashboard that provides easy 
visualization of application status across all of your ADCs. 

Security data

Turn security data into easy-to-understand, easy-to-view indicators of your 
applications’ security postures. Monitor all of your applications and separate critical 
security issues from data so that you can easily identify threats and take action to 
improve your security posture.

Networking insights
View real-time client and network latency metrics, run historical reports, and review 
end-to-end performance data. 

Application 
performance metrics

Get a detailed view of application performance metrics such as request rate, errors, 
application and server response times, throughput, and total connections.
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Learn more about Citrix ADM—and the benefits of pairing with Citrix ADC—today. 
Download the whitepaper. 

Faster troubleshooting

React quickly when things go wrong. Citrix ADM offers intuitive and proactive troubleshooting, alerting you to issues 
immediately. Customized dashboards according to role help identify and remediate issues more quickly.  

Role-based 
dashboards

Grant access permissions with fine-grain role-based access control, putting the 
right information in front of the right users. 

Web transaction 
details

Quickly drill into errors to identify the root cause and assess affected resources, 
then let ADM recommend remediation actions to correct the issue. 

Global service 
graphs

Visualize your entire deployment end-to-end and review application connection or 
communication errors across hybrid multi-cloud environments.  

https://www.citrix.com/content/dam/citrix/en_us/documents/white-paper/simplify-operations-gain-insight-and-improve-trouble-shooting-of-application-delivery-infrastructure.pdf

